
Cross-matter AI for Law Firms
Never start your document review from scratch again

“DISCO provides cutting-edge software, giving clients a compelling commercial solution for data-heavy liti-

gation. It helps us deliver comprehensive advice early in the life of a complex dispute, while reducing upfront 

costs and overall legal spend.” 

— Michael Hogg, Partner, Kennedys Law Firm

Imagine you are representing a client in multiple matters related 
to similar issues. You’ve already finished reviewing documents 
in the first few matters and have made thousands of calls on 
which documents are privileged, which ones are junk, and which 
ones are relevant. A few weeks later, a new action with a differ-
ent party is filed. You collect more documents from additional 
custodians and receive a large production from the other side. 
You’ve just loaded all of the documents into a new database 
and have to make a plan for the review. 

Traditionally, you would have to start your review from scratch. 
You’d have to perform new searches to identify the likely rele-
vant documents and start tagging them before you could begin 
to receive tag predictions. Those tag predictions would take 
days or weeks to reach the highest level of accuracy. 

Now imagine that you loaded your documents into a new data-
base and your documents were automatically categorized 
before you had reviewed a single one. This is your new reality 
with DISCO cross-matter AI.

Cross-matter AI allows you to take what 
DISCO AI has learned from your past 
matters and apply it to your new matters 
on day one.
DISCO AI can remember what kind of documents received which 
tags in your previous matters and provide tag predictions as 
soon as you spin up a new case. You can use these tag predic-
tions to surface potentially relevant documents, suppress junk, 
find hot documents, isolate privileged documents, and more.
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Key benefits

Productize your expertise
Rather than throwing away your judgment calls at the end 
of each case, create custom models and market your 
expertise to your clients. Your biggest clients will know that 
coming back to your firm ensures the greatest efficiency. 

Scenario: Your FCPA practice has worked on dozens of 
investigations. Create a “bribery” model based on work 
from across those investigations and give clients another 
reason to choose your team. 

Deliver better legal outcomes
With a stronger understanding of the documents earlier, 
you can write better pleadings and determine what 
evidence you need sooner, giving your client a leg up 
from the start.

Scenario: You are able to identify which of your damages 
theories need more support as soon as you collect docu-
ments — so you can write targeted RFPs early and file any 
necessary motions to compel well in advance of depositions. 

Save your clients over 30% on review
By getting to the documents that matter faster, you can 
spend your clients’ resources on high-value legal work 
rather than combing through irrelevant documents.

Scenario: In a construction dispute, you surface all of the 
evidence of delays as soon as you collect documents, 
and start researching the law weeks sooner. 

Example use cases

Privilege
Create smarter privilege models for each of your 
repeat clients, and use them to quickly identify likely 
privileged documents and QC productions.

Practice area tags
Create models for common issues in your practice 
areas, such as discrimination and inappropriate work-
place conduct in an employment practice group.

Class actions and repeat litigation
Create models based on all your tags when litigating 
similar cases in multiple jurisdictions, whether the 
cases are based on product liability or antitrust issues.

Junk
Create a master junk model that automatically identi-
fies spam, fantasy football emails, and anything else 
that is costing you valuable review time. 

Contracts and other “classifiers”
Create models for common document types like 
contracts, financial statements, and invoices, and 
use them to sort your documents as soon as they 
are loaded. 
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How cross-matter AI works

Cross-matter AI models
Cross-matter AI models are powered by AI tag predictions from 
your past and ongoing matters. You can link these models to 
your new matters and start taking advantage of their tag predic-
tions immediately. As you accept or reject predictions across any 
of your matters, your cross-matter AI models continually improve, 
and the benefits pass to the linked matters you’ve selected. 

Tag predictions
Tag predictions help you find the documents you are looking 
for faster. Much like recommendations on Netflix™, DISCO AI 
identifies similar characteristics of the documents you tag and 
bubbles up more documents like them. As you review more 
documents and agree or disagree with the suggested tag, DISCO 
AI continues to observe and re-train. New tag predictions are 
provided as DISCO AI gets smarter.

User-driven workflows
DISCO AI tag predictions can fit into any workflow. Rather than 
telling you how to run a review, DISCO AI silently watches in the 
background and learns how to predict your tagging behavior. 
You can engage with these predictions in any way that makes 
sense to your team — whether that’s frontloading your review 
with responsive documents, looking for a specific piece of 
evidence, doing a gut check before sending out a production, 
or ending your review sooner.
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Underneath the hood

Understanding words in context
DISCO AI examines both words and their context to develop 
a sophisticated understanding of language. For example, 
DISCO AI learns that the relationship between “man” and 
“woman” is similar to that between “king” and “queen.” 
For every word in a document, DISCO AI creates 300 such 
relationships, called vectors. This vector graph ensures 
that DISCO AI understands that the phrase “grandma eats 
chicken” is very different from the phrase “chicken eats 
grandma.”

Security through abstraction
DISCO AI operates on numerical models and abstract 
representations of documents. As such, there is no known 
way to reverse engineer the data to identify the underlying 
content. This is far more secure than the traditional “bag 
of words”-based support vector machine (SVM) methods 
where AI relies on the frequency of words in documents. 
DISCO’s method ensures client data remains confiden-
tial and secure, even when cross-matter AI models are 
created based on tags from multiple matters.


